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Five workstreams

- Creative development
- User experience
- Information architecture, functionality, taxonomy & search

*****Can the Library help?******

- Content strategy & governance
- Technical implementation
- Training & support
If you have knowledge of:

• the content
• or the metadata
• or an understanding of classification

you will have expertise to offer to taxonomy work in your institution/workplace.
TIP 1

Explaining your limitations clarifies expectations for the team you’re working with, and doesn’t stop you having a ‘can-do’ attitude.
Detailed plan
Expected outcomes versus

Iterative
Experimental
Revising & adjusting

[Images of a figure pointing to a plan and another figure checking a checklist with options: yes, no, maybe, with the yes box checked]
Library worked to create:

* Resource types
* Departments & Institutes
* Research Centres & Groups
* Subjects
* Industry classifications
* Funders
* Research Impact terms
* Countries
TIP 2

Don’t be afraid to say if you’re confused or unsure

Face to face meetings are necessary –

particularly so if you’re at all unclear on stakeholder requirements!
TIP 3

Learn from mistakes

Engage with international standards where appropriate
Facing the research challenges of tomorrow

Research at LSE

Listen, question and debate. Browse through research news and initiatives, or search our repository of thousands of research papers, publications and commentary.
Search results

The *brexit* referendum and the crisis of "extreme centrism"

Author(s) Michael Wilkinson

But ...

- When was it written?
- Where was it published?
- Can I access it?

Full text not available from this repository.
The European Union and its neighboring countries: the economic geography of trade, FDI and development
Research Portal:  
www.lse.ac.uk/research
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